Abstract-Statistical characterization of CMOS transistor variability phenomena in modern nanometer technologies is key for accurate end-of-life prediction. This paper presents a novel CMOS transistor array chip to statistically characterize the effects of several critical variability sources, such as time-zero variability (TZV), random telegraph noise (RTN), bias temperature instability (BTI), and hot-carrier injection (HCI). The chip integrates 3136 MOS transistors of both pMOS and nMOS types, with eight different sizes. The implemented architecture provides the chip with a high level of versatility, allowing all required tests and attaining the level of accuracy that the characterization of the above-mentioned variability effects requires. Another very important feature of the array is the capability of performing massively parallel aging testing, thus significantly cutting down the time for statistical characterization. The chip has been fabricated in a 1.2-V, 65-nm CMOS technology with a total chip area of 1800 × 1800 µm 2 .
One possible way to classify the sources of variability considers whether the variation is dependent on the fabrication process, or dependent on time. Accordingly, they can be classified into time-zero variability (TZV) and timedependent variability (TDV), which may occur simultaneously. TZV, typically known as spatial or process variability, is a well-known variability source that consists of a constant, either random or systematic, permanent shift of some device parameters (and, thus, a permanent deviation of the nominal circuit performance). This is due to imperfections during the fabrication process, causing effects that worsen with technology scaling such as random dopant fluctuations, line edge roughness, or gradient effects [3] , [4] . TDV, on the other hand, includes transient effects, like random telegraph noise (RTN), and aging effects, like hot-carrier injection (HCI) [5] , [6] and both types of bias temperature instability (BTI) [7] , [8] : negative BTI (NBTI) and positive BTI (PBTI).
The RTN phenomenon in MOSFETs causes random fluctuations between two or more drain current levels due to the stochastic charge/discharge of oxide and interface traps. RTN effects alter normal circuit operation, leading to circuit performance degradation or performance failure, e.g., failure of SRAM cells or jitter in ring oscillators [9] , [10] . On the other hand, BTI and HCI result in a gradual shift of transistor parameters over time, e.g., an increase in the absolute value of the threshold voltage (V th ) or a decrease of the effective mobility (μ eff ), and the magnitude of these variations is strongly related to the device biasing and temperature conditions [11] . Aging, due to BTI and HCI phenomena, has thus become a major concern for long-term circuit functionality.
Providing an accurate and trustworthy characterization of all these TZV and TDV effects in modern CMOS technologies has, therefore, become a key step in the path toward attaining truly reliable integrated circuits (ICs). Since it is not practical to characterize transistors over years, the typical aging characterization procedure uses accelerated aging tests, in which temperature and/or the drain voltage and/or the gate voltage are raised above their nominal values over a much shorter period of time, i.e., the stress time (ST). These high voltages and temperatures are referred to as stress conditions. For instance, elevated voltages are applied to the devices during several periods of stress (whose duration typically increases exponentially and ranges from seconds to hours), followed by current measurement at low voltages to evaluate the impact of 0018-9200 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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the stress on the device performances. This testing procedure is usually known as stress-measurement (SM) cycle [12] and allows extracting the main parameters of the transistors and comparing them with their pre-stress values, to compute their shifts. During the measurement phase, in some cases, i.e., BTI, the electrical parameters, e.g., the threshold voltage, of the stressed devices start recovering toward their original values immediately after the removal of the stress [13] . Therefore, accurate timing must be imposed in order to get reliable results. Physical models allow extrapolating the results obtained under accelerated test conditions to normal operation conditions [14] . It is worth emphasizing that, independently of dealing with TZV or TDV, and due to the stochastic nature of these phenomena, a large number of devices must be characterized to obtain trustworthy characterization results. Typically, device characterization techniques are conducted using probe stations for on-wafer device measurements. This characterization procedure, which implies physical contact on usually one device under test (DUT) at a time, results in long serial aging test times when thousands of transistors are involved. In addition, the area required for probe station measurements of a large number of transistors is very large due to the need of including pads for accessing the terminals of each individual transistor [15] .
To perform fast and trustworthy statistical characterization of TZV/TDV effects, array structures with thousands of transistors can be used. Then, automatic characterization of thousands of DUTs can be carried out by implementing digital circuitry to control the access to each DUT terminal through the IC pads. This access capability brings another advantage of using array-based ICs: the possibility of parallelizing the aging tests by stressing several DUTs at the same time, which dramatically reduces the overall characterization time. Also, the total area used will be largely reduced, as compared to the probe station approach.
However, designing a transistor array for these types of measurements is not a simple task. As described in Section II, a set of requirements must be fulfilled to carry out a proper characterization of the variability phenomena. Even though several array-based ICs have been reported in the literature, none of them is able to completely and accurately perform statistical characterization of TZV, RTN, BTI, and HCI in a single IC chip. Moreover, not all of these reported ICs use the parallelization capability of the array-based approach.
The main objective of this paper is to present a versatile DUT array chip, named ENDURANCE, with 3136 CMOS transistors, which allows performing a trustworthy TZV and TDV characterization, and both serial and parallel stresses of DUTs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the design requirements needed to implement an array-based IC for accurate and fast characterization of all variability effects. Section III discusses the state-of-the-art for array-based structures for statistical characterization of TZV and TDV. Section IV describes the internal architecture of the proposed IC. The digital control circuitry and DUT access circuitry are also presented with a description of the Fig. 1 . Illustrative example of the PSPM technique with four DUTs and four SM cycles, where "M" and "S" stand for measurement and stress phases of the aging test while "D" is the necessary delay to avoid overlapping of the measurement phases and is equal to the duration of a measurement phase. The "M" phases are typically identical while the duration of "S" phases is progressively increased. chip functionality that endows the high versatility of the ENDURANCE design. Section V describes the procedures that are followed for TZV, RTN, BTI, and HCI characterization. In Section VI, experimental results of TZV, RTN, BTI, and HCI tests are presented. Finally, conclusions are outlined in Section VII.
II. TRANSISTOR ARRAY DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY CHARACTERIZATION: REQUIREMENTS
As mentioned above, array structures have two advantages for the statistical characterization of TZV and TDV in CMOS transistors: first, a larger number of DUTs can be characterized for a given silicon area, and, second, proper parallelization techniques can be used to significantly speed up the statistical characterization. As for the latter advantage, the use of stress parallelization techniques can be carried out by implementing the SM procedure using the parallel-stress/pipeline-measurement (PSPM) approach [16] . This technique significantly reduces the aging test time compared to a serial implementation of the SM technique, where only one DUT at a time can be characterized, as is usually the case with probe stations. A major constraint for parallelization is that, at any given moment, only one DUT should be under measurement so that the collected data only account for the degradation of that specific DUT. The PSPM technique deals with this constraint by delaying the SM process of each DUT with respect to the previous one, resulting in partially simultaneous (parallel) stress phases and pipeline measurement phases, as illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 .
There are two aspects of PSPM techniques that have to be carefully considered for the design of the array. The first one concerns the timing of different phases that a DUT undergoes. It is important that the timing of all stress and measurement phases is precisely controlled to later perform accurate aging modeling. In addition, it is especially interesting that the elapsed time between stress and measurement phases and the duration of the measurement phases themselves are exactly the same. Otherwise, the data post-processing for statistical modeling would get unnecessarily complex and less information, especially of the recovery phase, would be collected from the DUTs. This implies that either more devices should be measured for the same statistical significance or less reliable statistical models are obtained from the same number of stressed devices. The second aspect concerns the current level when simultaneously stressing a large number of DUTs. This current, typically rising up to mA levels, is normally directed to a common node (VDD or VSS), and the metal lines carrying it as well as any auxiliary device in the path, e.g., a transmission gate (TG), have to be sized and laid out so that adverse effects like electromigration are avoided.
An additional set of requirements emerges in order to enable the characterization of these DUTs under the same conditions as on-wafer characterization. First, when current is flowing through a DUT, a voltage difference appears between the DUT terminals and the externally applied voltage on the corresponding IC pad. This voltage drop is caused by the series resistance of the chip metal paths, the access circuitry, and the chip pads. Therefore, for accurate measurements, Force-&-Sense techniques are necessary, meaning that independent Force-&-Sense paths are required to access those DUT terminals where current is flowing. With this access structure, the voltage at the DUT terminal is sensed through the high-impedance Sense path, while the external instrumentation adjusts the Force voltage until the desired voltage value is set in the DUT terminal. Second, calibration techniques are required to compensate for leakage currents from the access circuitry that are added to the transistor current being measured. Third, access circuitry, i.e., drain and gate TGs, has to be designed so that it is not degraded by BTI or HCI due to the high voltages applied during the stress periods. A fourth requirement is that digital access and device operation circuitry should be designed to allow all possible variability tests on the DUT: TZV and TDV, as well as supporting the parallelized stress of several DUTs with high current flowing through the access circuitry.
Additional must-have features for the DUT array IC are that both nMOS and pMOS transistors of different width/length ratios have to be included or that it must be possible to run variability tests over wide temperature ranges (typically from room temperature to few hundred degrees). The complete list of requirements for complete and trustworthy statistical characterization is summarized as follows. A recent work, which was first used for TZV characterization [17] , and later extended to TDV [18] , [19] , presents a very compact array, thanks to a simple unit cell design. This characteristic allows a high device density (32 000 transistors per chip). The array is also able to perform leakage current suppression. Simplicity and compactness are, however, obtained by sharing the drain terminals of all DUTs in each row and the gate terminals in each column. Therefore, the drain Force-&-Sense paths access the array through a line which is shared by all drain terminals of all transistors in a row. Due to the parasitic resistance of this line, the sensed voltage will be different than the Force voltage applied to each device, introducing voltage drop differences that affect parameter extraction. On the other hand, without the individual gate and drain TGs, devices in the same column suffer from unwanted stress or, if parallel stress is performed, they are measured at different moments in their recovery phase because only a single device can be measured at the same time. As a consequence, data need to undergo a complex post-processing process, and the less statistical information is collected for a given number of devices compared to an array where stress and measurement times are equal for all devices.
Other arrays also include a large number of DUTs by using simple unit cells designed without TG circuitry [20] [21] [22] . The array presented in [20] shows a 65-nm test structure including one million modified SRAM cells, which enable individual measurement of pMOS and nMOS transistors for TZV and NBTI characterization. No Force-&-Sense strategy is implemented and the gate terminal is shared by all cells in a row, meaning that after stress, devices are serially measured. This is not a major problem in this paper since only the permanent BTI degradation, i.e., after long recovery times, is characterized.
In [22] , all DUTs in a row share the gate terminal. Therefore, different portions of the recovery phase will be measured for each DUT, as in [18] and [19] . Furthermore, Force-&-Sense connection is implemented as in [17] , meaning that voltage drops will exist and the actual DUT biasing is unknown. It includes a leakage reduction structure and, unlike the previously reviewed approaches, it considers different DUT sizes.
The chip presented in [21] contains 96 × 18 cells, each including 48 DUTs and an A/D converter that serially digitizes the current of each DUT. Due to the selected architecture, no Force-&-Sense scheme is necessary, although a calibration is performed for leakage compensation. However, no stress voltages can be applied, and, hence, only TZV and RTN can be measured.
When TGs are included to independently access the terminals of each DUT, the number of devices available in the IC array is necessarily reduced due to the area needed to implement the access circuitry, as in [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The use of TGs to control the biasing of each device also enables accurate timing control during the characterization of aging phenomena.
While the array chips proposed in [23] and [26] incorporate on-chip Force-&-Sense paths, those presented in [24] and [27] perform voltage measurement (when a constant current is applied), implying no need for a Force-&-Sense connection, although leakage suppression techniques are used. All four array structures are designed to perform parallel BTI tests, leaving other degradation mechanisms, like HCI, uncharacterized. The work presented in [27] shows the very same problem of the work in [22] : after a parallel stress, measurements start at different times for different DUTs.
Arrays including TGs usually incorporate two types of transistors in their design: core transistors for characterization and digital circuitry, and I/O transistors for TGs, avoiding the degradation of TG transistors during stress periods. Their operating voltages, when available, have been included in Table I for a better comparison.
While several arrays have been reported to characterize BTI phenomena, characterization of HCI phenomena is reported only in [25] . In this paper, however, the characterization cannot be carried out in a parallel fashion. This circuit includes TGs only on the gate terminals (10 gate terminals share a TG) while all drain terminals of one row (with 256 DUTs) are connected. Therefore, voltage drops will appear and this will translate into differences in the drain voltage applied to each DUT. This connection scheme implies that when one DUT is being stressed, other DUTs are also being stressed and, therefore, degraded, making the data analysis much more complex since measured recovery time windows are different for each DUT. Finally, only [20] , [21] , and [24] present the characterization of variability phenomena under temperature-controlled conditions.
In Section IV, our versatile array IC will be presented. As can be seen in Table I , this transistor array chip fulfills all the requirements listed in Section II, being, to the best of our knowledge, the first implementation capable of accurately and statistically characterizing TZV, BTI, HCI, and RTN.
IV. ENDURANCE CHIP
The architecture of the ENDURANCE IC will be detailed in three different sections: first, the main building blocks of the chip will be described, then, the unit cell, which corresponds to the basic repeatable IC structure in the array, will be presented and, finally, the operation modes of the chip will be defined. Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the ENDURANCE chip, which has been fabricated in a 65-nm CMOS technology and encapsulated in a JLCC68 package for testing. The main building blocks of the ENDURANCE IC are shown in Fig. 3 . The chip includes 3136 regular-threshold-voltage MOS transistors (nominally operating at maximum 1.2 V) or DUTs distributed over two matrices, one of nMOS transistors and another of pMOS transistors. Each DUT matrix is subdivided into two submatrices of 56 rows and 14 columns, named "left/right DUT block," and containing 784 DUTs each. The left DUT blocks contain only DUTs of minimum dimensions, i.e., width W = 80 nm and length L = 60 nm, while the right DUT blocks include the eight different transistor geometries listed in Table II . The total number of devices for each transistor geometry is also included in Table II. Row and column decoders are used to individually select each DUT from the nMOS or pMOS arrays. Input signals to these decoders are provided by 5-bit shift registers for the column selection, and by 6-bit shift registers for the row selection. Both input serial bit interfaces are accessed through digital I/O pads. Three different bits, named "nMOS/pMOS operation mode bits," are used to set each DUT terminal biasing in one of the three different operation modes, i.e., stress, measurement, and standby modes. The combination of the operation modes for each DUT allows the definition of serial tests and the implementation of parallel stress techniques to reduce the total time of the TDV aging tests on hundreds of transistors. During the power-on of the ENDURANCE chip, all DUTs are set to the standby mode by means of a general RESET signal, i.e., voltage differences between all DUT terminals are set to 0 V. Fig. 4 . Schematic illustrating how the DUTs in the arrays are connected to the analog signal paths. In the figure, VSB, DSF, DSS, DMF, DMS, GMF, and GSF stand for the DUT matrix standby, drain stress force, drain stress sense, drain measure force, drain measure sense, gate measure force, and gate stress force paths, respectively. F, S, and CC stand for Force chip path, Sense chip path, and the control circuitry, respectively.
A. Fundamental Building Blocks
The DUT terminals are accessed through different physical paths (called "analog signals" in Fig. 3 ), i.e., there are different paths and pads for drain and gate terminals, which are also independent for each nMOS and pMOS left and right DUT block. Source and bulk terminals are short-circuited and internally connected to VSSA (for nMOS matrices) or VDDA (for pMOS matrices).
In order to allow full variability characterization, each DUT terminal is connected to different analog signal paths depending on the tests to be performed. This is done through different TGs. Each DUT is accompanied by an individual digital circuit that controls eight TGs, i.e., five TGs for the drain and three TGs for the gate, which connect the DUT drain and gate to the corresponding on-chip analog paths. Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution of the stress, measure, and standby analog signal paths for drain and gate DUT terminals, together with the corresponding TGs.
When a DUT is being measured, it is connected to a measure signal path through the corresponding TGs, whereas it is connected to the stress signal paths through dedicated TGs when the DUT is stressed. The circuit design incorporates standby signal paths to individually set DUTs into the standby mode. Force-&-Sense paths have been designed to access the drain terminal, allowing accurate control of the DUT biasing voltages by minimizing the impact of the IC voltage drop from the IC pads to the DUT drain. The gate terminal does not need a Sense path since the gate current is negligible. For the gate terminal, three different TGs connect the DUT terminal to measure Force, stress Force, and standby Force paths. The connection to the measure, stress, or standby paths are selected by digital signals that are fed to the individual digital circuitry attached to each DUT, as will be explained in Section IV-B.
The DUT in combination with its control circuitry and the eight TGs constitute the unit cell of the ENDURANCE chip, while the combination of four unit cells defines the macrocell block as can be seen in Fig. 3 (inset) . The digital circuitry of the unit cell consists mainly of three single-bit memories, which are implemented with D flip-flops, and are denoted as "FFD" blocks in Fig. 5 . Each memory block stores a 1-bit digital signal corresponding to one operation mode. Therefore, three bits are needed to indicate the operation mode: the standby bit "XSB," the measure bit "XXM," and the stress bit "XXS," as shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Unit Cell Circuitry
The output signals of the row and column decoders, "ROW" and "COL," are used to select the desired unit cell of the selected array. These signals activate the "ENABLE" signal, which is provided to the three memory blocks. When the unit cell has been selected and the operation mode signals have been set, an asynchronous clock pulse has to be sent through the digital line "LOAD" and the operation mode bits are then saved at the flip-flop output until a new operation mode definition is set. A timing diagram illustrating how to set a unit cell in stress mode is shown in Fig. 6 .
To reduce the voltage drop from each chip pad to the DUT terminals, all TGs have been designed taking into account the maximum current that will flow through them and minimizing their resistivity. Special care has been taken in the sizing of the stress TGs connecting the drain terminal of the DUTs since large currents are expected in stress mode. Also, the width of the metal lines connecting all the unit cells has been set to reduce their resistivity and comply with electromigration rules (especially for the analog stress signal lines). On the other hand, the macrocell design ensures minimum distance between the DUTs of the four unit cells, which are horizontally and vertically mirrored, as shown in the macrocell zoomed-in view Fig. 3 , so that the proximity of the DUTs reduces wafer gradient while the mirroring allows the study of devices with a different current orientation. Fig. 7 shows the final layout of the macrocell.
The analog I/O signals of each unit cell for drain and gate biasing and current measurement are labeled with "D" or "G" to specify drain and gate DUT terminals, with "S" or "M" to specify if the paths are for stress or measurement operation modes and with "F" or "S" to distinguish between Force and Sense signals paths. Fig. 5 shows the unit cell DSF/DSS and DMF/DMS path connections for drain stress and measure, respectively, GSF/GMF for gate stress and measure, respectively, and VSB, i.e., voltage standby, for both gate and drain DUT terminal connections.
C. Operation Modes
Depending on the operation mode defined in the unit cell, each DUT will be connected to the stress, measure or standby internal signal paths. In this section, the functionality of these three operations modes, together with an additional mode, the off mode, implemented to improve the versatility of the chip, is discussed.
1) Measure Mode:
The main objective of this mode is to measure the DUT, e.g., I -V characteristics, in the normal range of voltage biasing, i.e., 0-1.2 V. This operation mode connects the drain and gate terminals of the DUT to the measure analog signal paths. In the case of the drain terminal, it is connected to the drain measure force (DMF) and drain measure sense (DMS) analog signal paths, whereas the gate terminal is connected to the gate measure force (GMF) analog signal path, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a) . The TG for the DMF signal path has been designed with a suitable W /L ratio to sustain DC currents up to 1.5 mA and nominal voltage application, i.e., between 0 and 1.2 V.
2) Stress Mode: This operation mode has been designed to conduct the stress phases of the BTI and HCI aging tests, which consist in the application of an overvoltage to the DUT terminals, i.e., up to 3.3 V through both, the drain and the gate, analog stress signal paths. The drain terminal is connected to the drain stress Force (DSF) and drain stress Sense (DSS) analog signal paths, whereas the gate terminal is connected to the gate stress Force (GSF) analog signal path, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The TG for the DSF signal path has been designed with a suitable W /L ratio to sustain DC currents up to 10 mA and overvoltage application, i.e., between 0 and 3.3 V.
3) Standby Mode: This operation mode connects both drain and gate terminals to the standby analog signal paths (VSB) using a single TG, as shown in Fig. 8(c) . This operation mode has been designed to prevent the DUT from being biased, i.e., stressed, when not selected. For the pMOS transistors, the drain and gate terminals are set to VDDA, i.e., 3.3 V, resulting in V GS = V DS = 0 V. In a similar way, for the nMOS transistors, the voltage at the drain and gate terminals is set to VSSA, i.e., 0 V, resulting in V GS = V DS = 0 V.
4) Off Mode:
This operation mode has been designed as a secure operation mode that opens all TGs of all operation modes, leaving the DUT disconnected from all analog signal paths. The off mode is used to prevent short-circuits between the standby mode and other operation modes or to disconnect nonfunctional DUTs during testing. The off mode can be easily set to any unit cell by changing all three operation mode bits to zero. Fig. 6 shows that the off mode is established by setting XXM = XXS = XSB = 0 and sending a load pulse to the unit cell digital circuitry before setting the stress mode.
In summary, the ENDURANCE chip design presented in this paper fulfills all variability testing requirements listed in Section II. The IC circuit design ensures the ability to conduct trustworthy characterization of all major reliability effects, i.e., TZV, RTN, BTI, and, for the first time, HCI aging. The design of the unit cell reduces available area for DUT replication and ensures the control of the biasing state of each DUT terminal at any time. The Force-&-Sense voltage biasing system ensures that, during variability characterization, the IR-drop is mitigated and all voltages defined during testing are correctly applied to the DUT terminals. In addition, the IC utilizes I/O TGs that allow applying stress voltages to the on-chip DUTs up to 3.3 V during aging stress. The IC chip incorporates a parallelization technique of the stress phases with accurate synchronization with the measurement phases and leakage current cancellation for each transistor measurement.
V. TIME-ZERO AND TIME-DEPENDENT VARIABILITY PHENOMENA CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the procedures needed to accurately measure variability phenomena with the ENDURANCE chip will be defined, establishing the requirements for their statistical characterization.
A. Time-Zero Variability
For TZV characterization, the drain current of the DUT I DS has to be measured as a function of the gate-source voltage (I DS -V GS curve) and the drain-source voltage (I DS -V DS curve) before any kind of stress is applied. From these measurements, transistor parameters can be extracted, e.g., threshold voltage V th . Then, a constant voltage is applied to the drain terminal |V DS | ≤ 100 mV while the gate voltage is swept 0 V ≤ |V GS | ≤ 1.2 V for I DS -V GS curve measurement. For I DS -V DS curve extraction, a staircase sweep is applied to the gate terminal, e.g., |V GS | = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 V, while, for each |V GS | voltage, the drain voltage is swept: 0 ≤ |V DS | ≤ 1.2 V.
For these measurements, DUTs, which are initially set in a standby mode, are serially selected and connected in measure mode. After each DUT has been characterized, it is set back to standby mode and a new DUT is selected for characterization.
B. Transient Effects
The RTN testing procedure consists of the application of constant voltages to the drain and gate DUT terminals while the drain current of the DUT is measured. For the RTN measurements, the voltages are kept at 0 V ≤ |V GS | ≤ 1.2 V and 0 V ≤ |V DS | ≤ 1.2 V.
In this kind of tests, one single DUT is selected and configured in measure mode, while the rest are set to standby mode, in order to capture only the drain current fluctuations due to the RTN phenomenon of the selected device.
C. Time-Dependent Variability
The TDV characterization is done in a three-step sequence, where the second and third steps are repeated M times to form the SM cycles of aging test patterns. The first step is the I DS -V GS initial characterization of the "fresh" DUTs, keeping the voltages in the nominal operating ranges. The second step is a stress phase, where DUTs are aged or degraded by applying larger-than-nominal operating voltages. The third step is a final measurement phase where the drain current is measured at a high sampling rate to assess the degradation of key parameters like the threshold voltage.
The initial characterization is done by setting the DUT in measure mode, with voltage values in the drain and gate terminals of the DUTs ranging from 0 to 1.2 V. For the BTI stress phase, DUTs are set into stress mode and an overvoltage is applied for a certain period of time to the gate terminal, e.g., 0 V ≤ |V GS | ≤ 3.3 V, while V DS is kept at 0 V. For HCI aging tests, |V GS | > 0 V and non-zero values of |V DS | must be defined, i.e., |V DS | ≤ 3.3 V. Immediately after the stress phase, the DUT is set back to measure mode to capture the drain current during a fixed period, while the DUT is working in the linear region with V GS ≈ V th0 and |V DS | ≤ 100 mV. Changes in V th can be easily tracked from the I DS changes [13] . The aging test patterns are applied equally to all devices involved in the aging test, ensuring the same stress and measurement periods and minimum and equal time gaps when changing from stress to measurement phases.
The total test time needed for a serial BTI/HCI aging test, i.e., one-DUT-at-a-time per SM cycle, can be calculated from the following equation:
where N is the number of DUTs, M is the number of SM cycles, T I DS −V GS corresponds to the time used to get the I DS -V GS curve, T I DS −MEASURE is the total measurement time, t measure stands for the measurement time after each stress phase, T STRESS is the total ST, t s is the ST in the first SM cycle, and K defines the growth rate of the ST periods. For instance, let us consider a first example, denoted as m5ts1, with T I DS −V GS = 10 s, M = 5, t measure = 100 s, t s = 1 s, and K = 10. The time required for the aging test of a single DUT would be T SERIAL ≈ 3.23 h. If we consider a second example, denoted as m3ts100, where two parameters are changed: M = 3 and t s = 100 s, i.e., the first two SM cycles of example m5ts1 are skipped, T SERIAL is only reduced to 3.17 h since the skipped cycles are the shortest ones. When serially performing the same aging tests on a large number of devices, e.g., N = 100, the total test time would rise to approximately 13.4 and 13.2 days, respectively, which clearly demonstrates the need for a different alternative, as discussed in Section II. In [16] , the PSPM technique was first reported. This method, however, has a critical limitation on the maximum number of DUTs that can be tested simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig. 9 , where not more than four DUTs could be tested without overlapping of the measurement phases. This maximum number of DUTs is given by
For a number of devices N, below the upper limit N MAX , the total test time T PSPM is (the initial I DS -V GS characterization time has been neglected)
For the example m5ts1, N MAX = 1, i.e., parallel stress is not possible. However, in the example m3ts100 up to 11 DUTs can be tested in parallel. Therefore, the PSPM technique becomes inadequate for certain values of the tuple {t measure , t s , K }.
In [28] and [29] , a "place-and-check" algorithm is introduced that tries to find the necessary delay of the stress/measurement phases in order to avoid any overlap between any device measurement during the entire test, e.g., DUT#5 in Fig. 9 . Again, this non-linear delay depends very much on the values of the tuple {t measure , t s , K } as well as on the number of cycles M. The problem with this approach is that, even though some benefit can be gained when compared with the solution in [16] , the most typical outcome is that the DUT aging sequence has to be delayed a complete number of cycles and, essentially, it means that this algorithm repeats the PSPM tests in series until all DUTs are tested depending on the N MAX boundary condition. For the example m5ts1 above, the "place-and-check" algorithm is unable to reduce the test time with respect to the brute force serial method since no device can be tested in parallel. However, for the example m3ts100, the total test time for 100 DUTs is reduced to ∼2.48 days since the larger ST of the second SM cycle (t s · K ) allows allocating the measurement of up to 10 other devices during that period of stress.
The solution proposed in this paper uses standby periods that can be introduced between certain measurement and stress phases to make the necessary room to accommodate any number of DUTs. The approach is based on the fact that these intermediate standby periods will be considered in the data analysis (as an additional recovery time) for the evaluation of the damage suffered by the tested devices under different aging phenomena.
As depicted in Fig. 10 , in order to achieve a precise SM parallel test, the algorithm treats and analyses each cycle of the test individually. In the first cycle (C1, in orange in Fig. 10) , the SM pattern of each DUT is delayed, like in a regular PSPM approach, in order to ensure that all the measurement phases in all DUTs are pipelined. Once all the SM patterns of cycle C1 have been temporarily allocated, the algorithm starts the parallel distribution of the next cycle (C2). The critical condition is that the last measurement phase of cycle C1 (for DUT#5 in Fig. 10 ) cannot overlap with the first measurement phase of cycle C2 (for DUT#1). In order to guarantee this unbreakable condition, the algorithm computes the total SM time needed for DUT#1 in cycle C2 (time B) and compares it to the time required for measurement of the remaining DUTs in cycle C1 (time A). If the difference is negative (B < A), the algorithm inserts the necessary standby period (SB) to avoid any measurement overlap, shown in Fig. 10 as green periods. This improved PSPM can thus accommodate any number of DUTs for testing. The total test time of the NEW-PSPM method is
For the two examples earlier, m5ts1 and m3ts100, the total test time of the 100 DUTs using the proposed method reduces to 13.9 and 8.4 h, respectively, which represents a dramatic improvement with respect to the previous technique. It also demonstrates the ability of the NEW-PSPM method to optimally allocate the stress and measurement periods, independently of the number of devices, number of cycles or stress or measurement times. This NEW-PSPM method has been further improved by adding, before each stress phase and for each DUT, an I DS -V GS characterization so that the impact of BTI and HCI effects on the transistor mobility can be obtained. The initial fresh characterization will also be used to extract the fresh V th0 , i.e., before any stress has been applied to the DUT, that is used as the applied V GS voltage during the measurement phase.
For a trustworthy characterization of all variability phenomena, the leakage current through the measurement channel is captured before connecting the DUT in the measure mode and is later used for calibration of the drain current measurements [30] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the electrical characterization of the ENDURANCE chip, the setup shown in Fig. 11(a) has been implemented, which includes the custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB) shown in Fig. 11(b) . The Keysight B1500 semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) has been used for voltage biasing of the DUTs using the provided Force-&-Sense connections of its source measurement units (SMU), whereas the Agilent E3631A power supply is used for chip biasing. The temperature of the chip can be controlled with the temperature system Thermonics T-2500E, which allows testing from room temperature to a few hundred degrees.
The interconnection of all the instrumentation equipment has been done by using the standard IEEE 488.1 GPIB BUS, whereas the chip digital control has been accomplished using the USB-6501 digital acquisition system from National Instruments. The test setup is completed with ad hoc measurement software designed in the MATLAB environment. The software, named TARS [30] , allows users to define and monitor variability tests involving thousands of devices within the ENDURANCE chip. The software automatically converts the tests defined by users into all the necessary digital signals for chip control and handles all GPIB functions to control the laboratory instrumentation for chip biasing, current measurement, and automatic temperature control.
A. Time-Zero Variability Characterization
In this section, a TZV characterization of the DUTs in the ENDURANCE chip is presented. Fig. 12(a) shows 784 80-nm/60-nm nMOS I DS -V GS curves, while in Fig. 12(b) 784 pMOS I DS -V GS curves are shown. Both sets of curves show clear TZV in the fabricated samples. Fig. 12(c) and (d) shows the row/column matrix distribution of the extracted threshold voltages V th0 of the 80-nm/60-nm devices. Fig. 12(c) shows the V th0 distribution across the nMOS DUT left submatrix and Fig. 12(d) shows the V th0 distribution of the pMOS DUT left submatrix. The values of V th0 were obtained by applying the constant current method [31] to each measured I DS -V GS curve. The Fig. 12 (c) and (d) seems to indicate that there is no correlation between the V th0 values and the DUT location inside the chip matrices.
B. RTN Characterization
A full RTN characterization has been automatically performed for the 3136 ENDURANCE chip DUTs. Massive measurements have been conducted serially, DUT by DUT, by means of the TARS control software. Two different tests The examples of the RTN results obtained from the ENDURANCE chip, shown in Fig. 13(a) , describe six neat RTN signals converted to the variations of the threshold voltage (V th ) as a function of time. The signal plotted in Fig. 13(b) demonstrates that the system has been capable of capturing I DS changes smaller than 1 nA. The inset in Fig. 13(a) corresponds to the RTN captured signal converted into V th from Fig. 13(a) showing threshold voltage variations below 10 μV [13] . Different charge trapping and detrapping times can be observed in each signal, resulting from different defects emission and capture times. These results confirm that the presented measurement system is a powerful tool to capture the RTN phenomenon using the designed chip.
C. Bias Temperature Instability Characterization
As an example of the statistical study, the BTI phenomena using the chip, four BTI tests (each one involving 200 80-nm/60-nm pMOS devices) have been conducted. Different stress voltages have been applied in each test, i.e., |V GS | = 1.2, 1.5, 2, 2.5 V, and |V DS | = 0 V, while |V GS | = 0.6 V and |V DS | = 0.1 V have been set to all DUTs in the measurement phase. Devices have been characterized using a five-cycle SM pattern, in which the duration of the stress phases is increased exponentially, i.e., 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000 s, while all measurement phases (where the drain current was constantly captured) last 100 s. The elapsed time between the end of the stress phase and the acquisition of the first drain current value during the measurement phase is 2 ms, which corresponds to the maximum sampling rate of the measurement equipment.
Before the execution of the NEW-PSPM technique of the BTI aging test, initial I DS -V GS measurements were performed in order to obtain the equivalent threshold voltage shift V th induced by the BTI test. Thanks to our NEW-PSPM technique to parallelize the four BTI tests, the ∼107 days of the serial test have been reduced to only ∼4.8 days.
In Fig. 14(a) , a set of 13 DUT drain current measurements converted into the resulting V th are shown. A stepwiserecovery trend in the processed V th traces can be clearly recognized in the tested DUTs with a small area, corresponding to the discharge of individual traps [32] , [33] . Fig. 14(b) shows the cumulative distribution of V th in a Weibull plot at t measure = 10 ms after each ST. In agreement with [34] , the results show that the whole distribution shifts to larger |V th | values when ST increases, limiting the device reliability.
D. Channel Hot Carriers Characterization
This section presents, as an example, an automatic HCI aging test that involves 200 80-nm/60-nm nMOS DUTs. The experiment has been divided in four different HCI tests, each one involving 50 DUTs with different V GS and V DS stress voltages combinations: 1) V GS = 1.5 V and V DS = 2.4 V; 2) V GS = 2.0 V and V DS = 2.4 V; 3) V GS = 1.5 V and V DS = 1.5 V; and 4) V GS = 2.0 V and V DS = 1.5 V. These voltage combinations allow users to evaluate and compare the HCI damage when increasing V GS (1.5 to 2.0 V) for high and medium V DS overvoltage bias conditions (2.5 and 1.5 V). All four HCI aging tests consist in the application to each tested device of four SM cycles with I DS -V GS curve characterization before starting any aging measurement and after each SM phase. The duration of the measurement phase, where the current of a single device is measured, is set to 100 s, while the time of the stress phase is increased exponentially from 1 to 1000 s.
In order to reduce the total HCI test time, the NEW-PSPM parallelization algorithm has been implemented, overlapping the STs of the DUTs whenever possible. The application of this technique has reduced the time of the four HCI tests from ∼3.5 days, in the case of a serial aging test, to ∼22 h, which is ∼3.7× faster. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that HCI parallel testing is reported. Fig. 15(a) shows the mean V th as a function of the ST showing that device degradation is strongly dependent on the V GS and V DS stress conditions [5] . As an illustrative example, Fig. 15(b) shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) obtained for the particular case of V GS = 2.0 V and V DS = 2.4 V after each ST.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a versatile array chip for the characterization of variability effects in CMOS transistors has been presented. The chip contains sufficient test devices (nMOS and pMOS) of different sizes to get statistically significant results for any test proposed. TZV, RTN, BTI and, for the first time, HCI aging can be evaluated using a unique IC. In this regard, the ENDURANCE chip is the only one of its nature that allows parallel BTI/HCI testing.
The IC incorporates a straightforward circuit design that ensures the ability to perform trustworthy device-level reliability characterization. The DUT circuitry added for this purpose, however, limits the number of DUTs that can be included.
The insertion of a Force-&-Sense voltage biasing system into the circuit design guarantees that, during variability characterization, IR-drops are mitigated and all defined voltages are correctly applied to the device terminals. The IC I/O TGs allow applying stress voltages to the DUTs up to 3.3 V during aging tests without significant degradation of the access circuitry. In addition, all required variability tests can be performed at different temperatures.
The chip incorporates a novel parallelization technique of the stress phases of aging tests, which ensures accurate synchronization between measurement (with leakage current cancellation) and stress phases, and enables a much faster characterization.
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